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The Interface of Domestic and International Factors in India’s Foreign Policy (Rethinking Globalizations)Routledge, 2021

	
		This book investigates the interplay of internal and external constraints, challenges and possibilities regarding foreign policy in India.

	
		It is the first attempt to systematically analyse and focus on the different actors and institutions in the domestic and international contexts who impose and push for various...
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Simply Quantum PhysicsDK Adult, 2021

	A clear, simple, graphic-led introduction to quantum physics.

	

	Are you short of time but hungry for knowledge? This beginner’s quantum physics book proves that sometimes less is more. Bold graphics and easy-to-understand explanations make it the most accessible guide to quantum physics on the market.

	...
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Souls under Siege: Stories of War, Plague, and Confession in Fourteenth-Century ProvenceCornell University Library, 2021

	
		In Souls under Siege, Nicole Archambeau explores how the inhabitants of southern France made sense of the ravages of successive waves of plague, the depredations of mercenary warfare, and the violence of royal succession during the fourteenth century. Many people, she finds, understood both plague and war...
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Last Chance Texaco: Chronicles of an American TroubadourGrove Press, 2021

	Have you met Ms. Jones?
	
		One weekend night on primetime television, a then-unknown singer and vital part of the burgeoning Los Angeles jazz pop scene skyrocketed to fame overnight after a now iconic performance on Saturday Night Live. The year was 1979, the song “Chuck E’s in Love,” and the singer, donning her...
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We See It All: Liberty and Justice in an Age of Perpetual SurveillancePublicAffairs, 2021

	
		This investigation into the legal, political, and moral issues surrounding how the police and justice system use surveillance technology asks the question: what are citizens of a free country willing to tolerate in the name of public safety?

	As we rethink the scope of police power, Jon Fasman’s chilling examination...
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Philosophy of Time (Routledge Contemporary Introductions to Philosophy)Routledge, 2021

	
		As a growing area of research, the philosophy of time is increasingly relevant to different areas of philosophy and even other disciplines. This book describes and evaluates the most important debates in philosophy of time, under several subject areas: metaphysics, epistemology, physics, philosophy of language, philosophy of mind,...
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Rhetoric and Sociolinguistics in Times of Global CrisisInformation Science Publishing, 2021

	"The purpose of this book is also to bridge the gap to initiate a discussion on understanding how rhetoric and sociolinguistics could create critical awareness for individuals, societies and learning environments during crisis times"--...
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Inspired by Art: Fighting Goliath (The David Chronicles)Independent Publishers Group, 2021

	
		How did the masters of art imagine the epic battle of David and Goliath?

	
		This collection depicts every move leading up to the moment of victory.

	
		These amazing sculptures, paintings, etchings, and manuscripts inspired the author to write The David Chronicles, an epic historical fiction trilogy with a...
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The Lemonade Stall: How to test and validate ideas - a story and workbook (Creating Products and Services)Scrum and Kanban, 2021

	
		A real-world workbook to taking a more structured approach to building a business that will succeed.

	
		One of the worst crimes in business today is wasting time creating products and services that nobody wants. Fortunately, there is a more structured, scientific, measurable alternative.

	
		Creating what you...
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Math for Business and Economics: Compendium of Essential FormulasSpringer, 2021

	
		This textbook contains and explains essential mathematical formulas within an economic context. A broad range of aids and supportive examples will help readers to understand the formulas and their practical applications. This mathematical formulary is presented in a practice-oriented, clear, and understandable manner, as it is needed...
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Bees and Beekeeping (Shire Library)Shire, 2021

	
		The essential primer on the role of honeybees in British history, covering biology, folklore, the history of beekeeping and the danger to bees posed by climate change.

		

		One in every four bites of food we eat is thanks to bees. They pollinate 80 per cent of the world's crops and plants, but how much...
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As You WereDzanc Books, 2021

	"A book that alternates between grim reality and ribald humor. The hard hits come fast. ... An incandescent addition to both Native American letters and the literature of the Iraq and Afghan wars." -Kirkus starred review
	
		When he learns his father is dying, David Tromblay ponders what will become of the...
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